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Bisley’s distinctive, hollow-nosed Pest Control is a hunter’s favourite 
when it comes to ratting and feral pigeon control around farm 
buildings. In .22, it’s a relatively heavy, hard-hitting pellet, designed 

specifically for closer ranges, where stopping power, rather than penetration, 
is key. 

The Pest Control measures up as a long diabolo, but it feeds happily 
through plenty of PCPs’ magazines, and in my experience, I know it suits 
most barrels – and the stats show I had no issues with it being compatible 
with my Theoben Rapid’s. Considering they’re such a complex shape to 
manufacture, the pellets themselves are well formed; they’re also lubed at 
the factory to hold back oxidation. I have a feeling some excess lubricant 
gets lodged in the head’s cavernous hollow – it would certainly explain the 
wide variance in weights found in my sample. Bisley supply 200 per tin, 
which features a screw top for those who struggle with the press-fit type!

The thinking behind the hollow head is that it acts rather like a sink plunger, 
expanding the shock wave shape on impact to avoid over-penetration and 
cause massive trauma through total energy dissipation. Put less graphically, 
it’s to make for a very humane despatch of quarry. You’ve only got to fire a 
few through some sheets of plywood to see what a mess the Pest Control 
makes on exit – standard diabolos cut neatish holes, but the Bisley rips the 
living daylights out the ply.

TesT CondiTions
The test day brought with it incessant wind which, given the shape of this 
ammo, worried me a little – but as even farm buildings (where many pest 
controllers would favour the Bisley’s use) are subject to gusts that draw 
through, I decided to go ahead with the tests. 
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However, I chose ranges more representative of real-world use, zeroing at 25 
yards. The plan had initially been to analyse accuracy and residual energy at 
15 and 30 yards, but after seeing how well the Pest Control performed out 
of my rifle at 30, the editor and I decided to extend the extreme distance test 
to 35 yards. This series aims to thoroughly test ammo, and 30 yards simply 
appeared a little too easy a challenge for the Pest Control.

ACCurACy 
At 15 yards I wasn’t worried about any wind deflection – you’d need a 
hurricane to blow off an 18.6-grainer that close! And while windage drift 
was minimal, I was impressed how tight the groups remained in these 
conditions further out. Slow-travelling rounds like a heavyweight, .22 
hollow-nose can lose consistency in less than ideal conditions, but the Pest 
Control posted a good account of itself. And yes, even at the big ask of 35 
yards, the group is more than acceptable (though I suspect this was the 
outer envelope of its capability). 

While I would carefully consider a shot at live quarry under such conditions 
at 35 yards, I certainly wouldn’t hesitate at 30 – and I have to admit that I 
wasn’t expecting such a good result given the conditions. Also, one should 
bear in mind that the 35-yard group looks a little larger than it truly is owing 
to the fragmentation of the plywood blitzing the target – as I said, the 
holes these pellets make on impact with anything are quite impressive! The 
groupings I achieved make it little wonder why Bisley’s Pest Control is so 
popular with the air rifle hunting community.

FAll oFF
A heavy pellet is going have a correspondingly slow velocity for a given 
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WeiGHT ConsisTenCy – Bisley Pest Control .22

15 yds

25 yds

35 yds

DOWNRANGE PERFORMANCE STATISTICS   
BISLEY PEST CONTROL .22

Performance at… mUZZLe 15YDS 25YDS 35YDS

average Velocity 494fps 428fps 419fps 380fps

average Power 10.07ft/lb 7.56ft/lb 7.25ft/lb 5.96ft/lb

energy retained 100% 75.07% 72% 59.19%

rise/fall from Zero N/A +5mm 0 -35mm

Right: Accuracy and rise/fall at 15, 25 (zero) and 
35 yards in an incessant wind. Ranges were initially 
set to suit the intended close-range hunting use of 

this pellet. However, after excellent accuracy results 
were obtained at 30 yards (even in the less-than-

ideal conditions), the decision was taken to extend 
the extreme range test to see how the Pest Control 
.22 performed out of a sub-12ft/lb rifle at 35 yards.

At 18.6 grains, 
Bisley‘s hollow-
nosed Pest Control is 
specifically designed 
for closer ranges

SPECIFICATION 
PeLLet: Pest Control

manUfactUrer: Bisley

DIStrIBUtor: John Rothery Wholesale 
www.bisley-uk.com

caLIBre teSteD: .22

tYPe: Waisted hollow-nose

aVeraGe WeIGHt: 18.58 grains 

USeS: Pest control (out to 35 yards)

SUPPLIeD: Screw top tin of 200

SrP: £5.50 per tin

power and, inevitably, that means a pronounced arc of flight – which is, itself, a good 
reason for limiting your ranges with such ammo. As seen through my Nikon 2-8x32 
Monarch, the Pest Control’s drop at the extreme distance of 35 yards (from a 25-yard 
zero) was just one BDC circle on the reticle, though, making it highly practical ‘through 
the lens’. In terms of numbers, that’s 35mm – just under an inch-and-a-half.

At 15 yards, the rise above zero was minimal – a pellet width at most and for all 
intents and purposes, a dead-on shot. For me, 25 yards is an ideal zero distance for the 
Pest Control.

VerdiCT 
Bisley’s Pest Control may be a round you’d only consider for close-range hunting work, 
but my test has rather proved that it can hold accuracy much further out – even when 
pushed to 35 yards. While my tests were out of a sub-12ft/lb rifle, I think it has huge 
potential for use in an FAC-rated gun – even at 35 yards, it still arrives at the target with 
well over half of its starting power out of a sub-12ft/lb PCP.

For sure, if you need a high-impact, low-penetration pellet for use on ferals and scalies 
around the farm outhouses, the .22 Bisley Pest Control is a perfect choice. But if you’ve 
got a corvid, woodpigeon or rabbit problem out on the crop margins, you’d do well to 
bear it in mind for that job. Aside of the massive shock factor, this is a hollow-nose that’s 
also got a surprising amount of accuracy potential. ●
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